McLennan Ross LLP was no longer able to upload and process large volume cases on a timely basis with their on-prem eDiscovery tool. The Edmonton, Canada-based firm wanted to be able to handle their data in house rather than possibly increase risk and fees by outsourcing to a third party.

McLennan Ross was satisfied however with how the legacy system handled smaller volume cases. So, the 120-attorney firm decided to move only its large volume cases to the cloud with IPRO and keep the legacy system for smaller cases. Because McLennan Ross previously used IPRO tools, the firm was able to quickly transition to the cloud solution on cases above 50,000 documents using IPRO services to lead them through data migration and amend templates from the previous version to better fit the cloud environment.

The transition has enabled McLennan Ross to not only process data for large cases faster, but also decrease reliance on IT staff to manage technology for eDiscovery, while leveraging advanced analytics and other features within the cloud solution.

**Improved client engagement, additional features**

As some of McLennan Ross’ clients wanted a more powerful system for eDiscovery on large document cases, moving to the cloud enabled the firm to give these clients secure access to their data in the solution, keeping them engaged.

“The cloud solution solves the problem of being able to allow clients and experts to access the database without putting the firms network at risk” Stewart said. “It’s the same for outside counsel too.”

Migrating large cases to the cloud also has enabled McLennan Ross to use more sophisticated features within the solution, including threading, duping, and analytics. Attorneys also like the concept wheel feature in the cloud solution, which gives them a quick visual overview of their data so they can better understand their information and identify additional filters.
Cloud technology lessens IT burden

While IT staff at McLennan Ross were able to easily handle small cases of less than 10,000 documents on the firm’s internal network, the cloud migration eliminated the burden of having to throttle it for larger cases.

The cloud environment puts the storage and maintenance of 1 terabyte of eDiscovery data onto IPRO, enabling the firm to take a load off their infrastructure, data backup and other IT resources.

“Data size on the firm’s network has increasingly become an issue, as files I work on have been getting larger and larger” Stewart said. “Now the more I work in IPRO, the more I want to.”

“I may get to the point that I want to put everything in the IPRO cloud. It’s night and day to what we had before.”
Charlene Stewart, Commercial Litigation Paralegal, McLennan Ross

1. Little training required for attorney use. In addition to paralegals, attorneys at the firm have been able to easily use the IPRO cloud solution to review documents and use the advanced search functionalities to find information for briefings.

2. Fine-tuned plan for initial migration. IPRO’s services team walked the firm step by step through the migration process for their first large cloud case, enabling McLennan Ross to quickly become comfortable initiating the process on their own for future cases.

3. Additional features to ease processes. McLennan Ross is taking advantage of additional features within the IPRO cloud, including templated relevance reviews for privileged documents in Canadian cases and the ability to use tags for different data groups.

IPRO is reinventing the way organizations interact with their data. By transforming the EDRM and thinking “upstream” we bring insight far earlier in the eDiscovery process, enabling teams inside and outside your organization to collaborate transparently at any stage, before data is even collected. By thinking about and interacting with your data differently, you’ll eliminate waste and reduce risk.

Visit our website to learn more.